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Foundations of the Goldilocks
Economy: Supply Shocks and the
Time-VaryingNAIRU
of the mid-1990s has been a source of envy
for the world and of puzzlement for macroeconomists. The civilian
unemploymentrate has remained below 5 percent for one year and
below 6 percentfor almost four years. Despite nearuniversalforecasts
in 1994 of accelerating inflation that would accompany a dip of the
unemploymentrate below 6 percent, inflationactually deceleratedsignificantly between 1994 and 1998. This benign outcome for inflation
stands in contrast to the significant acceleration that occurred when
unemploymentlast dipped below 6 percent, in the late 1980s.I
The failure of inflationto accelerateallowed the FederalReserve to
avoid raising short-terminterest rates after early 1997, and even to
lower them in late 1998. Freedfromthe restraintof restrictivemonetary
policy that had choked earlier expansions, and with its fires stoked by
the lowest medium-termand long-termnominal interest rates in three
decades, the economy charged ahead and achieved a state of high
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growth-noninflationary bliss that some have dubbedthe "Goldilocks
economy" (neither too hot nor too cold, but just right). Low interest
rates and low inflationcombined to propel the Americanstock market
to valuation levels without precedent, along the way creating $10 trillion of wealth in barely four years, and most of this wealth was still
intact afterthe marketcorrectionin the summerandfall of 1998. Overcome with enthusiasm, one distinguished economist gushed, "This
expansion will run forever."2
While some observers have attributedthe miracle economy to the
Fed's brilliant monetarypolicy, it is clear that the true heroine of the
dramais the decelerationof inflation, and the basic challenge for economists is to explain that deceleration.3Proposed explanationscan be
divided amongthreegroups.4The firstview announcesa revolutionand
the arrival of a "new economy": the rapid growth of productionof
high-technologyproducts,many of which enjoy continuingdeclines in
prices, has renderedobsolete previous capacity constraintsassociated
with the Phillipscurve, while globalizationhas providedlow-technology
productsin infinite quantityat ever-lower prices.5 The second, which
also denouncesthe Phillips curve view, argueson econometricgrounds
that the NAIRU (or "nonaccelerating inflation" rate of unemployment), naturalrate hypothesis, and short-runPhillips curve have never
existed, even priorto 1990.6
2. Rudiger Dornbusch, "Growth Forever," Wall Street Journal, July 30, 1998,
editorialpage.
3. Comparethe two-year period ending in 1998:2 with the last two years of the
previous expansion, ending in 1990:2. The annual rate of nominal GDP growth was
considerablyslower in the recentperiodthanin the earlierperiod(5.0 percentcompared
with 7.0 percent), but inflation was so much lower (1.5 percent comparedwith 4.3
percent)thatthe annualrateof real GDP growthwas higher(3.5 percentcomparedwith
2.7 percent).Correspondingly,the unemploymentratefell by moreover the most recent
two-yearperiod, from 5.4 to 4.4 percent,thanthe slight decline from5.5 to 5.3 percent
observed in the earliertwo-yearperiod.
4. While the present account places primaryemphasis on inflationbehavior, there
is also an independentview of monetarypolicy that predictssteadyexpansionbased on
the long-termbond marketacting as an automaticstabilizer, thus makingdiscretionary
action by the Fed unnecessary;see Gene Koretz, "A GoldenAge of Steady Growth?",
Business Week, March 10, 1997, p. 22.

5. The new economy advocates are led by Edward Yardeni, chief economist of
DeutscheMorganGrenfell.A skepticalview is providedin "Too Triumphalistby Half,"
Economist, April 25, 1998, p. 29.

6. A leading proponentof this view is my colleague at NorthwesternUniversity,
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The thirdview defends the naturalrate version of the Phillips curve
and explains recent events as consistent with a decline in the NAIRU.
Using techniques developed by Douglas Staiger, James Stock, and
MarkWatson, I have elsewhere providedestimates that the NAIRU in
the United States declined by a full percentagepoint between the mid1980s and mid-1990s. In this interpretation,inflation accelerated in
1987-89 but not in 1995-98, because the actual unemploymentrate
was significantlybelow the NAIRU in the previous episode but not in
the recent period.7
The firstroundof paperson the time-varyingNAIRU (hereafterTVNAIRU) in 1997 identifiedthe phenomenonof the declining NAIRU in
the 1990s but did not explain it. This papertakes the next step. The list
of candidateexplanationsis long and can be roughlygroupedinto three
sets: a first, general group of explanationsnot directly relatedto wage
or price behavior;a second grouprelatedto wage behavior;and a third
relatedto price behavior.
Generalcandidatesinclude vague referencesto the new economy or
"a mysterious X factor that Alan Greenspanbelieves is boosting the
economy. 98 These hypotheses run aground on the failure of measured
productivity growth to accelerate significantly in the 1990s.9 Another

general candidate is the set of internationalcrises-in Asia, Russia,
Latin America, and elsewhere-which have created a flight to quality
RobertEisner. For instance, see his article "The Economy is Booming. So Why Are
EconomistsGlum?", WallStreetJournal, July 29, 1998, editorialpage. See also Levy
(1997).
7. Staiger, Stock, and Watson(1997); Gordon(1997). The time series for the timevaryingNAIRUcreatedby Staiger, Stock, andWatsonis very similarto mine when the
same definitionof inflationis used. See also Stock (1998); Stock and Watson(1998b).
8. Andy Serwer, "The 'X Factor'? It's My Pal Bedford," Fortune, August 17,
1998, p. 233.
9. Since the task is to explain the officiallymeasureddecelerationof inflation,it is
the officially measuredrateof productivitygrowththat matters;any suspectedmeasurement errorwould reduce the inflationrate and raise the rate of productivitygrowthby
exactly the same amount for any specified sector of the economy-for example, the
nonfarmprivatebusiness sector-and thus would not contributean explanationfor the
measureddecelerationof inflation.Supportingthe view thatthe officially measuredrate
of productivitygrowth has not accelerated,the private nonfarmbusiness productivity
trendused below to createthe productivitydeviationvariableand also to computetrend
unitlaborcost registersan annualizedrateof increaseover 1987-98 of only 1.06 percent
per year. Over the shortersix-year periodending in 1998:2, the annualizedgrowthrate
is 1.11 percent per year. As interpretedby my detrendingprocedure, the level of
productivitywas above trendby 0.5 percentin 1992:2 and by 0.9 percentin 1998:2.
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and the American "safe haven" in world capital markets,resulting in
the appreciationof the dollar and the reductionof both interest rates
and importprices in the United States.
Hypothesesinvolving wage behaviorpoint to weak labor unions, a
seculardecline in the real minimumwage, "heightenedjob insecurity,"
and falling benefitcosts due primarilyto the revolutionin medical care
throughthe developmentof healthmaintenanceorganizations(HMOs).
Hypothesesinvolvingprice behaviorare the main focus of this paper,
which suggests that the low inflationof the mid-1990s resultedfrom the
confluenceof no fewer thanfive beneficialsupplyshocks, each working
to reducethe inflationrateconsistentwith any given unemploymentrate.
Two of these beneficialshocksarethe familiarpair-changes in realfood
and energy prices and in real import prices-that working in reverse
played such a largerole in creatingthe twin peaks of unemploymentand
inflationin 1974-75 and 1979-81, and have now helped to create an
inflation-unemployment
valley. The otherthreeareof morerecentorigin:
a sharpincreasein the rate of deflationof real computerprices, a sharp
reductionin the rateof inflationin realmedicalcareprices,anda reduction
in measuredinflationrelativeto trueinflationachievedby improvements
in the measurementof official price indexes.
Three of these beneficial supply shocks are complementarywith
others cited above. The flight of capital to a safe haven explains much
of the decline in real importprices. The role of computerpricesprovides
a quantifiablemeasureof the role of at least partof the new economy.
And the HMO-drivendecline in real medical care inflation is the flip
side of the decline in the rate of change of fringe benefits that has held
down the growth rate of employee compensation.
Thus far, I have characterizedthe major surprisein the Goldilocks
economy as the low rate of inflation given the low rate of unemployment, and indeed, this has been the focus of the media as well. But
combined with that surprisethere have been several centralmacroeconomic relationshipsthat are not surprises, and the task of explaining
the contrastbetween the surprisesand "nonsurprises" creates a complex and subtle interpretationof the Goldilocks economy. While inflation has been low given the behavior of unemployment,inflation has
not been surprisinglylow given the behaviorof an alternativemeasure
of the economy's tightness:the rate of capacity utilization.
A parallel phenomenonis that the behavior of wages has not been
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surprisinggiven unemployment.Unemploymenthas been low and, as
would be predicted by the standardPhillips curve, wage rates have
acceleratedsubstantiallybetween 1994 and 1998. Thus creatinga twoby-two matrixconsisting of two inflationmeasures, price changes and
wage changes, and two measuresof economic tightness, the capacity
utilization rate and the unemploymentrate, gives two surprises-low
inflation despite low unemployment and accelerating wages despite
relatively low utilization-and two nonsurprises-accelerating wages
respondingto low unemploymentand low inflationrespondingto relatively low capacity utilization. Stated anotherway, the real questions
aboutthe Goldilockseconomy arewhy inflationhas been so low relative
to changes in wages and why the unemploymentratehas declined when
utilization has not increased.10
The aspect of these puzzles involving the relationbetween price and
wage changesreveals a limitationof previousworkby myself andothers
on the TV-NAIRU. This researchhas focused entirely on equationsin
which inflationis explainedby lagged inflation,the unemploymentgap,
and various supply shocks, paying no attention at all to wages. This
paper is the first in the literatureto devote parallel attentionto wages
and prices, and also to consider mutual feedback between wages and
prices. Can the inflation rate be explained entirely by lagged inflation
and other variables, or does feedback from wage behaviorplay a role?
Can wage changes be explained entirely by lagged wage changes and
other variables, or does feedback from price behaviorplay a role?
I begin with a brief review of my traditionalinflation model and
extend it to provide a simple method of estimating feedback between
wage and price changes. In the following section I look briefly at the
datathatdocumentthe decelerationof inflationandat the quite different
behaviorof wage indexes that include or exclude benefits, and contrast
wage and price behavior in 1994-98 with that in 1987-90. I then
develop quantitativemeasures of the extent to which the behavior of
price inflationin 1993-98 representsa surprise.
The next section quantifiesthe roles of the traditionalimportprice
and food-energy price supply shocks in the 1990s. In the following
section, I assess the roles of computers,medicalcare, andmeasurement
10. I owe this characterizationto James Stock's commentson the meeting draftof
the paper.
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changes in price changes by stripping these effects from the official
GDP and personal consumption expenditure (PCE) deflators. I then
estimate new TV-NAIRUs to demonstratethe roles of these three more
recent supply shocks. In the next section I review tests of feedback
among wage and price equations and provide alternativeestimates of
the TV-NAIRU taking these estimates into account. Finally, I summarize what is known about the likely behavior of both the older and
the more recent supply shocks over the next few years, and the implications for the evolution of inflationand of the TV-NAIRU.

Modeling Inflation, the TV-NAIRU, and
Mutual Wage-Price Feedback
The Phillips curve has become a generic term for any relationship
between the rate of change of a nominalprice or wage and the level of
a real indicatorof the intensity of demandin the economy, such as the
unemployment rate. In the 1970s the simple Phillips relation was
amendedby incorporatingsupply shocks and a zero long-runtrade-off.
What emerged was an interpretationof the Phillips curve that I have
called the triangle model of inflation, in reference to the three basic
determinantsof the inflationrate: inertia, demand, and supply."
For example, a general specificationof this frameworkwould be
(1)

pt = a(L)pt,_ + b(L)Dt + c(L)zt + et,

where lower-case letters designate first differences of logarithms, upper-case letters designate logarithmsof levels, and L is a polynomial
in the lag operator.The dependentvariableptis the inflationrate. Inertia
is conveyed by the lagged rate of inflationpt_ l. Dt is an index of excess
demand, normalized so that D, = 0 indicates the absence of excess
demand;z, is a vector of supply shock variables, normalized so that
11. Gordon (1977, 1982) and Gordon and King (1982) develop a model of the
inflationprocessdrivenby these threefactors.The term"trianglemodel" was firstused
in Gordon (1983). The origins of the triangle model and additionalperspective are
providedin Gordon(1997). Stock (1998, p. 3) cites Gordon(1982) as the sourceof the
frameworkthat Stock, Staiger, and Watsonhave used in estimatingthe TV-NAIRU.
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0 indicates an absence of supply shocks; and et is a serially
uncorrelatederrorterm.'2
Usually, equation 1 will include several lags of past inflationrates,
reflecting the influence of several past years of inflation behavior on
currentprice-setting, throughsome combinationof expectationformation and overlappingwage and price contracts. If the sum of the coefficients on these lagged inflationvalues equals unity, thereis a "natural
rate" of the demand variable (Dt) consistent with a constant rate of
inflation.'3Subsequently, I provide alternativeversions of equation 1
thatexplainwage changes, with andwithouttwo-way feedbackbetween
prices and wages. The basic equationsestimatedin this paperuse current and lagged values of the unemploymentgap as a proxy for the
excess demandparameterDt, where the unemploymentgap is defined
as the difference between the actual rate of unemployment and the
naturalrate, and the naturalrate is allowed to vary over time. Use of
the unemploymentrate as a predictorof inflation can be justified, for
example, by the work of Robert King and Watson, who find that unemployment causes inflation in the Granger-causationsense, by preceding it in time. 1' Alternatively, the capacity utilization rate is used
as a proxy for the excess demandparameterDt, and the naturalrate of
the capacity utilization rate is also allowed to vary throughtime.
The structureof the triangle model, with its distinction between
demand and supply shocks, suggests a particularconception of the
NAIRU. The standardconcept is the unemploymentrate thatis consistent with steady inflation in the absence of supply shocks. To put it

z=

12. The theoryof real output, inflation, and policy responsesto supply shocks was
developed independentlyby Gordon (1975) and Phelps (1978), and is integratedand
summarizedin Gordon(1984).
13. Whilethe estimatedsum of the coefficientson lagged inflationis usuallyroughly
equalto unity, thatsummustbe constrainedto be exactly unityfor a meaningful"natural
rate" of the demandvariableto be calculated.
14. See King andWatson(1994). Inflationdependson both the level of and change
in the demandvariable.I firstnotedthe importanceof the rateof changeeffect in Gordon
(1977, pp. 270-71). The rateof change effect is automaticallyallowed to enter as long
as the gap variableis enteredwith morethanone lag; in otherwords, if the gap variable
is enteredas, say, the currentvalue and one lagged value, this formulationcontains
preciselythe same informationas enteringthe currentlevel andchangefromthe previous
period.The changevariableis incorporatedin the presentpaper,as in previouspapers,
by includingthe currentand four lagged values of the unemploymentrate;the zig-zag
in the currentand lagged coefficients reflectsthe change effect, whereasthe significant
sum of coefficientsreflectsthe level effect.
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anotherway, if the inflation rate suddenly exhibits a spike that is entirely explained by the z, supply shock variables in equation 1, the
standardconception of the NAIRU measures the unemploymentrate
that would be compatible with steady inflationin the absence of those
supply shocks. Without this qualification, the NAIRU would jump
aroundas supply shocks came and went, which is not what most economists are trying to convey when they speak of the natural rate of
unemployment.
Allowing the NAIRU to Vary over Time

The estimationof the time-varyingNAIRU (UN) combines inflation
equation 1, with the unemploymentgap serving as the proxy for excess
demand, and a second equation that explicitly allows the NAIRU to
vary with time:
Pt = a(L)pt,1 + b(L)(Ut-

(2)

Ut, = U>

(3)

+

Ut) + c(L)zt +

t,, ENq = 0,

var(q) =

E,

T

When T in equation 3 is equal to zero the naturalrate is constant, and
when it is positive the model allows the NAIRU to vary by a limited
amounteach quarter.If there was no limit on the ability of the NAIRU
to vary each time period, the time-varyingNAIRU would jump up and
down and soak up all the residualvariationin the inflationequation.
The Interaction of Wage and Price Behavior

Recent discussions of the time-varying NAIRU have focused on
equationsexplainingprice inflation,because this concept of inflationis
the most directly relevant to monetary policy. However, ever since
Keynes's General Theory, the rate of change of wages has been believed to play a central role in aggregate supply behavior. One direct
indicator of the role of wages in the inflation process is provided by
labor's share in nationalincome. The change in labor's share (st) is by
definitionequal to the growthrate of the real wage (wt - pt) minus the
growth rate of labor's average product(0):
(4)

s,=

wt - 0, - Pt.

It can be shown that changes in labor's sharebecome a source of "cost
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push" that is on an equal footing with any other type of supply shock;
an increase in labor's share pushes upwardon the rate of inflation at
any given level of the unemploymentgap. 15
The well-known stability of labor's share in the United States since
the early 1970s suggests that wage behaviorhas not played much of an
independentrole in the inflationprocess. Nevertheless, it is informative
to create estimates of the NAIRU correspondingto the same dynamic
estimationframeworkdeveloped above. A straightforwardanalogy to
the basic inflationequation2 is an equationexplainingchanges in wage
rates (wt) relative to trend productivity(0*) by its own lagged values
and the same set of demand and supply variables that enter into the
price equation. The difference between the growth rates of wage rates
andtrendproductivityis often called the growthrateof trendunit labor
cost (w-0*). Thus
(5)

(w - 0*),-

g(L)(w - 0*)t-. + b(L)(Ut

-

Ut) + c(L)zt +

Et.

As originally suggested by ChristopherSims, the identificationof a
wage equationthat is separatefrom the price equationis problematic.16
One approachmight be to include in the wage equation different sets
of demand and supply terms as explanatoryvariables from those included in the price equation. But this is implausiblea priori, since any
variablerelevantas a determinantof price change may also be relevant
for participantsin the wage-setting process, and vice-versa for prices.
Anotherapproachmight be to restrictthe contemporaneouscoefficient
of wages on current prices or prices on current wages, but this is
arbitraryas well. In this paperI estimatethe time-varyingNAIRUbased
on equation5, which is a direct analogy to equation2 and includes the
same explanatoryvariables, on the groundsthat the variablesrelevant
for wage behaviorare similarly relevantfor price behavior.
However, equation5 is restrictivein that it does not allow for feedback from prices to wages. In the present context, it is of particular
interestwhetherwage changes were restrainedby the beneficial supply
shocks that reduced the rate of price inflation, and whether price
changes were restrainedby factors that limited wage changes, for example, workerinsecurity. An alternativewage equation, leaving open
15. See Franzand Gordon(1993).
16. Sims (1987).
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the relative importanceof wage-wage and price-wagefeedback, can be
writtenas follows:
(6)

(w - 0*), = g(L)(w - 0*)t-l

+ h(L)pt_
+ b(L)(Ut

-

Ut) + c(L)zt + et.

Equation6 is the same as equation5 but with the additionof the lagged
price inflation terms. A simple method of estimating the relative importanceof lagged wage and price inflationis to transformequation6
by adding and subtractingh(L) times the lagged trend unit labor cost
terms:
(w -

(7)

0*), = [g(L) + h(L)](w
-

-

0*)

h(L)(w - 0* -P)t-1

+ b(L)(U,

-

UN)

+ c(L)z, + e,.

The sum of g(L) andh(L) coefficients can be constrainedto equal unity,
which imposes the naturalratehypothesis. The freely estimatedsum of
coefficients (rh) indicates the weight on lagged prices in the determination of trend unit labor cost, while 1 - Yh indicates the weight to
be applied to wage-wage feedback. HenceforthI call the w - 0* - p
term the change in trend labor share; note that this differs from the
change in labor's share in equation4 only throughthe replacementof
actual productivitychange (0) by trend productivitychange (0*). By
analogy, feedbackfromwages to prices can be estimatedby the "dual"
to equation7:
(8)

pt = [g(L) + h(L)]pt-,

+ h(L)(w - 0* -p)

+ b(L)(U,-

U') +

c(L)zt

+

et,

where the change in trend labor share appearswith a positive sign, in
contrastto its negative sign in equation7.
To summarize, there are four sets of equations to estimate. While
they all containthe unemploymentgap andthe same set of supply shock
terms, they differ in the dependentvariable, lagged dependentvariable,
and lagged trend labor cost term, as follows:

RobertJ. Gordon
Dependent variable

Pricechange
Trendunit labor
cost change
Pricechange
Trendunit labor
cost change

307
Lagged dependent variable

Trend labor share?

Pricechange
Trendunit laborcost
change
Pricechange
Trendunit laborcost
change

No
No
Yes
Yes

Basic Data and the Extent of the Inflation Surprise
The postwarinflationexperiencein the United States is well-known.
There are three basic price indexes for final goods: the chain-weighted
GDP deflator, the chain-weighted deflator for personal consumption
expenditures, and the version of the ConsumerPrice Index (CPI) that
incorporatesthe currenttreatmentof sheltercosts back to 1967, the socalled CPI-U-X1. When four-quartermoving average rates of change
are plotted, the differences among these indexes are minor. Each has
twin peaks in 1974-75 and 1980-81 and substantialaccelerations of
inflationin periodsof relativelylow unemployment,especially 1956-57,
1965-72, and 1987-90. Common valleys are evident as well, most
notably in 1960-65; 1972-73, presumably influenced by the Nixon
price controls; 1986, when oil prices collapsed; and 1997-98.
AlthoughI do not presentsuch a plot, for reasonsof space, the recent
behaviorof these price indexes and several wage indexes over the two
most recent business cycles is summarizedin table 1. The table also
shows the behavior of the two main tightness measures examined in
this paper:the unemploymentrate and the rate of capacity utilization.
The unemploymentrate is reportedfor four calendarquarters:1987:3
and 1994:3 are chosen for being quarterswhen the unemploymentrate
first reached 6.0 percent along a cyclical path toward lower values,
1990:2 is the cyclical peak quarterof the previousbusiness expansion,
and 1998:2 is the most recent quarter. Between 1994 and 1998 the
unemploymentrate declined by more than twice as much as between
1987 and 1990. In contrast, the rate of capacity utilization reveals a
reductionin cyclical tightness in the more recentperiodbut an increase
in tightnessin the earlier period.
For the selected price deflators, table 1 displays the four-quarter
changes ending in the same four quartersdesignated above. All three
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Table 1. Basic Data, Selected Quartersa
Percent
Variable

1987:3

1990:2

1994:3

1998:2

6.0
81.7

5.3
82.8

6.0
83.2

4.4
82.1

3.1
4.0
4.2

4.2
4.4
4.5

2.5
2.7
2.8

1.0
0.8
1.6

3.2
3.3
3.3
2.7
-0.3

5.0
4.3
5.5
3.8
1.0

3.2
3.1
1.5
2.5
0.4

3.4
3.9
4.2
4.2
1.9

Excess demandb

Civilianunemploymentrate
Capacityutilizationrate
Pricesc

GDP deflator
PCEdeflator
CPI-U-X1
Wages and productivityc

ECI-totalcompensationd
ECI-wages and salariesd
Compensationper hour
Averagehourlyearnings
Outputper hour

Source Data are from the worldwide web pages of the Bureau of Economic Analysis and the Bureau of Labor Statistics
a See text for basis for selection of quarters
b Levels
c Four-quarterrates of change
d Employment Cost Index

deflatorsexhibit a decelerationduring 1994-98 that contrastswith an
accelerationbetween 1987 and 1990, althoughthe earlieraccelerations
for the PCE deflator and the CPI are quite modest. The table also
presents four-quarterchanges in four wage indexes and a productivity
index. The contrastbetween wage and price behavioris quite marked.
All four wage indexes acceleratedin 1994-98. Further,the 1994-98
accelerations in compensation per hour and average hourly earnings
were actually greaterthanfor the same indexes in 1987-90. Productivity acceleratedin both business cycles over the periods shown.
Quantifying the Price Surprise

Table 1 suggests that the puzzle of low inflation in the mid-1990s
applies to price behavior but not necessarily to wage behavior. Price
inflation decelerated sharply as unemploymentfell during 1994-98,
whereas wage inflation acceleratedin all four wage indexes shownby much more in compensationper hour and average hourly earnings
than in either EmploymentCost Index (ECI) measureused. How much
of a surprisewas the inflationdecelerationof the mid-1990s?
One straightforwardway to quantifythe inflationsurpriseis to com-
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pute the forecasting error in my standard inflation equation 2 when the
NAIRU is maintained at a constant value throughout the 1980s and
1990s. The exercise can be carried out with the arbitrary NAIRU series
that I used in research in the 1980s and early 1990s and published in
successive editions of my macroeconomics textbook until 1993, henceforth the "textbook NAIRU." This series rose gradually from the 1950s
through the late 1970s, to reflect demographic changes, and after 1978
was fixed at 6.0 percent. As recently as 1994, I assessed the accuracy
of this series by running postsample dynamic simulations of equation 2
and noted the absence of substantial drift of predicted from actual
values. 17
Throughout this paper, equations are estimated using a uniform sample period, set of supply variables, and set of lag lengths, chosen
to conform with my inflation research since 1982.'8 The wage data
refer to the Employment Cost Index, with ("ECI-TC") and without
("ECI-WS") employee fringe benefits. For details, see appendix A.
The results of the inflation surprise computations are presented in
table 2, which shows the actual and fitted values of equation 2 estimated
with each of the three price indexes shown in table 1, and the actual
and fitted values of equation 5 for both versions of the ECI. In the case
of each dependent variable, the textbook NAIRU is used to compute
the unemployment gap, and the sample period ends in 1992:4. Fitted
values starting in 1993:1 are computed in a dynamic simulation that
feeds back the estimated, rather than actual, values of the lagged dependent variable.
The largest simulation errors in table 2 are for the rate of change of the
PCE deflator (below, I present the complementary result that the estimated
TV-NAIRU for the PCE deflator declines more than for the other price
indexes between the late 1980s and 1998). Errors for the two trend unit
labor cost variables are much smaller, and indeed, the error is positive for
the ECI-WS, indicating that the acceleration in the ECI for wages and
17. Gordon (1994). I found no evidence that the actual inflation rate was drifting
down relative to the predicted inflation rate that assumed a fixed NAIRU of 6.0. However, it soon became evident that the fixed NAIRU approach should be abandoned, and
my first paper on the TV-NAIRU was presented less than a year later (Gordon, 1995).
18. That is, since Gordon (1982). The one change is that the present paper uses a
shorter sample period, beginning in 1962:1. Thus it is no longer necessary to link the
Bureau of Economic Analysis's chain-weighted deflators-available only since 1959to the implicit deflators available for the earlier period.
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salaries after 1992:4 has been greater than would have been predicted by
equation 5 on the basis of a fixed NAIRU of 6.0 percent. Correspondingly,
I show below that the TV-NAIRU estimated for this wage index lies above
6.0 percent during the 1990s.
A question raised by table 2 is why the inflation rates predicted for
1998:2 using the price deflators were roughly the same as the actual
rates for 1994:3 shown in table 1. Why was there no predicted acceleration of inflation, since the natural rate hypothesis forecasts that the
actual unemployment rate, continually below the fixed textbook NAIRU
of 6.0 percent after 1994:3, should have caused inflation to accelerate?
The simple answer is that an acceleration in the predicted values was
prevented by the combined effect of the relative import price and relative food-energy variables, which held down the inflation rate by a large
amount. While the impact of these variables can be documented with
the textbook NAIRU used to construct the results in table 2, I prefer to
quantify their impact using newly estimated time-varying NAIRUs (see
table 4 below).

New TV-NAIRU Estimates for Inflation,
Stripped Inflation, and Labor Cost
The prediction errors for the price indexes displayed in table 2 suggest that the natural rate hypothesis remains valid in the 1990s only if
the estimated TV-NAIRU (incorporating equations 2 and 3) declines
substantially from its values in the late 1980s. This is indeed the case.
Figure 1 plots the actual unemployment rate against new TV-NAIRUs
for the three basic inflation indexes. The TV-NAIRUs are quite stable,
remaining within a narrow band between 5.3 and 6.5 percent throughout
the past four decades. Since 1989, the TV-NAIRU for the PCE deflator
has been somewhat lower than those for the GDP deflator and the CPIU-X1, dropping below 5.5 percent in 1995:1 and stabilizing at 5.31
percent in the last four quarters. The TV-NAIRU for the GDP deflator
has fallen from a value of 6.36 percent as recently as 1988:3 to reach
a final value of 5.68 percent in 1998:2.
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Table2. Actual and SimulatedValuesof Price and WageChanges, Using Alternative
Indexes and ConstantNAIRUa
Units as indicated
Dynamic simulation
errors
1998.2 resUltSb

Root
mean-squared

Mean

Actual

Simulated

Error

error

error

1.01
0.85
1.61

2.31
2.86
3.19

-1.30
- 2.01
-1.58

0.82
1.24
0.89

-0.46
- 1.01
-0.59

ECI-total compensation

2.35

3.13

-0.78

0.99

-0.52

ECI-wagesand salaries

2.87

1.98

Index

GDP deflator
PCEdeflator
CPI-U-X1
Trendunitlaborcost

0.89

0.77

0.47

Source: Author's calculations
a. Specification of equations given by equations 2 and 5 in text; sample period is 1962:1-1992:4 Dynamic simulation is
from 1993:1 to 1998:2. See appendix A for details of variables and lag lengths.
b Four-quarterpercent changes.

The Smoothness Issue
The smoothness issue becomes evident when equations 2 and 3 are
examined. One faces the inescapable choice of either setting the NAIRU
as a constant and allowing all the residual variation to remain in the
error term of equation 2, or allowing some or all of the residual variation
to create movements in the TV-NAIRU. In their latest research, Stock
and Watson allow the standard deviation term (T,) to be estimated.'9
Identifying this parameter does not restrict the relationship between the
variances of the error terms in equations 2 or 3; the model is identified
by the assumption that the TV-NAIRU is a random walk (or, more
generally, integrated of order one). They prove that if the variance of
the change in the TV-NAIRU is small relative to the variance of the
error in equation 2, their estimator is asymptotically median unbiased.
In the present paper, I adopt this new methodology.20 My baseline
estimates of the TV-NAIRU are based on Stock and Watson's medianunbiased estimator, T,; for the GDP deflator, the estimate is 0.090.
19. Stock and Watson(1998b).
20. The details of this approachas appliedto estimationof the TV-NAIRUare laid
out in Stock (1998).
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Figure 1. Actual Unemployment Rate and TV-NAIRUs for Price Indexes, 1961-98
Percent
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However, this point estimate changes with the specification and it also
has considerable sampling uncertainty. Moreover, it is useful to contrast
the TV-NAIRUs obtained by this new method with those obtained using
the judgmental method set forth in my previous paper, whereby , is
chosen so that the TV-NAIRU is allowed to vary, subject to the constraint that it is not to exhibit short-term reversals.21 As a sensitivity
analysis, therefore, I also consider alternative values for this standard
deviation.
Figure 2 illustrates the effects of estimating equation 2 for the GDP
deflator using four different values for the imposed standard deviation:
0.045, 0.090, 0.136, and 0.271. The solid line plots the TV-NAIRU
series that results from imposing a standard deviation of 0.090, as
henceforth in this paper.22 With higher standard deviations, the result21. See Gordon(1997).
22. The correspondingcoefficients are reportedbelow in table 3.
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Figure 2. TV-NAIRUsfor the GDP Deflator,AlternativeStandard Deviations,
1961-98
Percent
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ing series exhibit short-term reversals that are slight for a value of 0. 136
and increasingly noticeable for a value of 0.271.23 Imposing a lower
standard deviation of 0.045 results in a slightly smoother series.
Clearly, the extent to which the TV-NAIRU declines between the
late 1980s and 1998 depends on the choice of smoothness parameter.
As the smoothness parameter is increased across the four alternative
values shown in figure 2, the series declines by 0.38, 0.67, 0.84, and
1. 15 percentage points, respectively, between 1988:1 and 1998:2. The
criterion that the resulting TV-NAIRU series be free of short-term reversals might lead some to stop at a higher standard deviation, such as
0.136 instead of 0.090; and any choice of a higher standard deviation
will boost the amount by which the estimated TV-NAIRU declines in
23. The computerprogramsthat implementthe methodologyof Stock and Watson
(1998b) do not directly constrain the value of the T parameter,but rather a related
parameter,X. The researchin this paper is based on integer values of X that translate
into nonintegerdecimalsfor T.
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the 1990s and reduce the errors reported below in explaining the observed inflation rates of 1998. In the conclusion to this paper, however,
I provide a complete decomposition of the inflation surprise of the
1990s, consisting of two error terms, the part of the decline in the TVNAIRU that the model cannot explain, and the remaining residual error.
The higher the assumed standard deviation of the TV-NAIRU, the larger
will be the part of the decline that the model cannot explain and the
smaller will be the remaining residual error.
Estimated Coefficients
Table 3 displays the estimated coefficients for equations 2 and 5 for
the GDP and PCE deflators and the two labor cost variables. The coefficients on the deflator equations are similar to my previous research,
with those on the sum of lagged dependent variables very close to unity,
those on the sum of unemployment gap variables around -0.6, those
on the productivity deviation around -0.1, those on the relative import
price of 0. 1, those on the food-energy effect of about 0.7 for the consumption deflator but an insignificant 0.2 for the GDP deflator.24 The
bottom panel of the table displays results of postsample dynamic simulations that truncate the sample period at 1992:4. Both price equations
overpredict the rate of inflation in the first half of 1998 by roughly 1
percentage point.
The coefficients for the labor cost equations (using the specification
in equation 5) are similar to those in the inflation equations, as are the
goodness-of-fit statistics.25 The slope of the Phillips curve is somewhat
flatter, and neither the food-energy nor productivity variables are significant. However, both the import price effect and the "Nixon controls
24. See Gordon(1982, table 2, pp. 103-04; 1997, table 1, p. 25). In the present
paper, lags thirteento twenty-fourare highly significantin the price equationsreported
in table 3 andcontribute30 percentand 27 percentof the total sum of lagged coefficients
on the GDP and PCE deflatorequations,respectively. While the sum of coefficients on
the food-energy effect in the GDP deflatorequation is insignificant,an exclusion test
indicatesthat this set of lagged variablesmakes a contributionto the fit of the equation
at a betterthan 1 percentsignificancelevel.
25. The ECI series for total compensationand for wages and salaries extend back
only to 1980. For this exercise they are extrapolatedback to 1948 with a mix-adjusted
averagehourlyearningsseries that I developedin earlierresearch,which is adjustedfor
fringe benefits when extrapolatingthe total compensationECI. See appendix A for
furtherdetails.
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Figure 3. TV-NAIRUsfor Wage Indexes and the PCE Deflator,1961-98
Percent
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Source: Author's calculations.

on" variable are significant. It is notable that the mean error of the
equation for the ECI-WS is exactly zero in early 1998, highlighting the
sharp contrast between the wages and salaries version of the ECI and
the other variables already evident in the forecasting errors of table 2.
Figure 3 presents the TV-NAIRU estimates for the two trend unit
labor cost series in comparison with the basic TV-NAIRU estimate for
the PCE deflator. As can be seen, the trend unit labor cost TV-NAIRUs
display very similar behavior to the series for the PCE deflator until the
1990s, when they diverge markedly. In contrast to the plummeting TVNAIRU for the PCE deflator, that for ECI-WS creeps up somewhat to
6.55 percent throughout 1996-98, while that for the ECI-TC declines
only slightly and reverses itself, to end at 6.13 percent in 1998:2. The
fact that the TV-NAIRU for ECI-WS is roughly the same in 1998 as in
1988 indicates that most of the corresponding 0.3 percentage point
decline for the ECI-TC can be attributed to the sharp decline in the rate
of increase of benefit compensation over the 1990s.
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Contribution of Supply Shock Variables
As indicated in table 3, the specification of the basic inflation equation 2 includes four sets of supply shock variables (food and energy
prices, import prices, productivity deviation, and Nixon price controls)
in addition to lagged inflation and the unemployment gap. In this section
I am particularly interested in quantifying the degree to which the
significant post-1992 decline in real import prices, reinforced by a
decline in real food and energy prices, explains the absence of an
accelerating inflation rate in the mid-1990s despite the relatively low
unemployment rate.26 One way to assess the impact of food-energy and
import prices in holding down inflation is to estimate the basic equation
for each price index through 1992:4 and compute a dynamic simulation
through 1998:2 using the previously estimated TV-NAIRU but artificially setting the food-energy and import price variables equal to zero.
The results of this exercise for both the GDP and PCE deflators are
summarized in table 4. The third column displays for 1998:2 the simulation errors with actual values of the import and food-energy effects
and, by contrast, the errors when either or both effects are set to zero.
The results indicate that the food-energy and import price effects in the
four quarters ending 1998:2 were holding down inflation in the GDP
deflator by 1.42 percentage points and in the PCE deflator by 1.39
percentage points, and that most of this difference was made by the
import price effect. These effects combine the static impact of the
coefficients as shown in table 3, which contribute about 0.93 percentage
point to the PCE deflator, and the dynamic feedback from the lagged
inflation variable, which contributes the remainder.27

Explaining the Decline in the NAIRU
I have shown that the combined impact of import prices and foodenergy prices helps substantially in the explanation of why inflation did
26. The four-quarterrate of change of the relative importprice variablewas -6.34
percentin 1997:2 and - 6.00 percentin 1998:2;the correspondingfiguresfor the foodenergyeffect were -0.19 percentand -0.39 percent, respectively.
27. Taking the PCE deflatorcoefficients in table 3 and the values of the variables
reportedin the previousfootnote, the static importprice effect is 0. 11 times -6.0, and
the food-energyeffect is 0.70 times -0.39.
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Table4. Actual and SimulatedValuesof Price Changes, Using AlternativeIndexes
and Time-VaryingNAIRUa
Units as indicated
Dynamic simulation
error

1998:2 resUltSb
Index

Root
mean-squared

Mean

Actual

Simulated

Error

error

error

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01

1.78
1.91
3.08
3.20

-0.77
-0.90
-2.07
-2.19

0.60
0.65
1.16
1.22

-0.25
-0.32
-0.85
-0.91

0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85

1.90
2.29
2.90
3.29

-1.05
- 1.44
-2.05
-2.44

0.70
0.96
1.18
1.43

-0.46
-0.66
-0.95
-1.14

GDP deflator

Actualvalues
Omittingfood-energyeffect
Omittingimportpriceeffect
Omittingbotheffects
PCE deflator

Actualvalues
Omittingfood-energyeffect
Omittingimportpriceeffect
Omittingbotheffects

Source. Author's calculations
a. Specification of equations given by equation 2 in text, sample period is 1962 1-1992 4 Dynamic simulation is from
1993:1 to 1998 2. See appendix A for details of variables and lag lengths
b Four-quarterpercent changes

not accelerate in 1996-98. This does not, however, explain the decline
in the TV-NAIRU for the deflators, since the influence of the supply
shock variables is controlled in the process of estimating the TVNAIRU. Stated another way, the combined impact of import prices and
food-energy prices does not help to explain why actual inflation decelerated rather than staying roughly stable. I now consider to what
extent the decline in the TV-NAIRU depicted in figure 1 can be attributed to the role of computer prices, medical care prices, and improvements in the measurement of prices.
Table 5 provides, for selected quarters, basic data from the Bureau
of Economic Analysis (BEA) on the shares of computers and medical
care in both GDP and personal consumption expenditure, as well as
four-quarter changes in the deflators for GDP, PCE, total computers,
consumption computers, and medical care goods and services. In view
of the much-hyped new economy, it is surprising to learn that the
nominal share of computers (including producers' durable equipment,
consumption, government, and net exports) did not grow at all between
1988 and 1998. The share of computers in real GDP grew enormously,
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Table 5. Data on Computersand Medical Care, Selected Quarters
Percent
Item

Change
1988-98a

1988:1

1993:1

1998:2

Nominalexpenditureshares
Totalcomputersin GDP
Consumptionof computersin PCE
Medicalcare goods andservicesin GDP
Medicalcare goods andservicesin PCE

1.2
0.2
9.6
14.4

0.9
0.3
12.1
17.6

1.2
0.4
11.9
17.4

0.0
0.2
2.3
3.0

Four-quarterrates of changeof deflators
GDP deflator
PCEdeflator
Totalcomputers
Consumptionof computers
Medicalcare goods andservices

3.0
3.7
-9.6
-7.7
6.0

2.7
2.9
-19.8
-29.1
6.0

1.0
0.9
-33.5
-34.3
2.1

-2.0
-2.8
-23.9
-26.6
- 3.9

Source Unpublished data provided directly by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
a In lower panel, column gives change in the four-quarterrates of change

from 0.6 to 6.1 percent, but this simply reflects the sharp decline in
computer prices rather than an increase in the importance of computer
spending. It is the nominal shares that are used in the computation of
chain-weighted deflators and that determine the impact of computer
prices on overall inflation. The share of medical care is much larger
than that of computers in both GDP and PCE, and it grew by a much
larger absolute amount between 1988 and 1993, after which it remained
on a high plateau.
The growing impact of computers on overall inflation performance
reflects not the increase in their nominal share but rather a sharp acceleration in their rate of price decline: from an average annual rate of
- 13 percent during 1988-93 to -28 percent during 1993-98, reaching
a peak of - 37 percent in mid-1997. With a share of 1.2 percent in
GDP and a rate of price decline of - 34 percent in the year ending
1998:2, computers deducted -0.41 percentage point from the rate of
change of the GDP deflator, helping to explain why inflation has recently been so low (the actual impact is more severe than - 0.4, due
to the dynamic contribution of the lagged dependent variable). It is
important to note that if both the computer share in spending and the
rate of price decline stabilize at present levels, computers will make no
further contribution to the deceleration of inflation.
The lower panel of table 5 contrasts the inflation rates of the GDP
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and PCE deflators with the implicit deflator of medical care. It shows
that medical care inflation substantially boosted overall inflation in both
1988 and 1993, with a wedge that declined to zero in 1996-97 but
reemerged in 1998 when overall inflation decelerated further but medical care inflation did not.
In addition to computers and medical care, a third factor holding
down the measured rate of inflation has been changes in measurement
methodology during the 1990s. Measurement improvements in the CPI
are estimated to have reduced measured inflation relative to actual inflation by an amount that grew gradually from -0.1 percentage point
in 1992 to -0.46 percentage point in early 1998. Moreover, the BEA's
1998 benchmark revision has, in translating price changes for individual
CPI components into the measures used in the PCE deflator, introduced
several changes in CPI methodology that were applied retroactively as
far back as 1995:1. The net impact of these measurement changes was
to reduce the measured inflation rate in early 1998 by 0.73 point compared with the rate that would have been estimated under the methodology used before 1992.28

Table 6 computes the contributions of computers, medical care, and
the CPI measurement adjustment to GDP and PCE inflation, as well as
to the TV-NAIRU, in the four-quarter periods ending 1988:1, 1993:1,
and 1998:2. The fourth column measures the change between 1988:1
and 1998:2. Of particular importance are the data showing the impact
of the three factors taken together: from 0.14 percentage point in 1988:4
to -0.60 percentage point in 1998:2 for the GDP deflator (a change of
-0.74 percentage point), and from 0.35 to -0.45 percentage point for
the PCE deflator (a change of -0.80 percentage point). To summarize,
it was determined above that the static impact of the import price and
food-energy terms was to hold down the rate of change of the PCE
deflator by -0.93 percentage point in the four quarters ending 1998:2,
and these three "new" supply shocks contribute another -0.80 percentage point in reducing inflation between 1993 and 1998. Thus the
total static impact of the five supply shocks is - 1.73 percentage points.
To determine how much difference the three new factors make to the
TV-NAIRU, one can strip computers, medical care, and the CPI measurement adjustment, as well as all three effects together, from the
28. See appendixA for details and sources for the CPI measurementadjustment.
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Table 6. Effects of Computers,Medical Care, and Price Measurementon Inflation
and the TV-NAIRU,Selected Quarters
Percent
Item

1988:1

1993:1

1998:2

Change
1988-98a

GDP deflator,impactof stripping
Computers
Medicalcaregoods and services
Changesin pricemeasurement
All threecomponents

-0.15
0.30
0.00
0.14

0.22
0.44
-0.07
0.13

-0.40
0.16
-0.36
-0.60

- 0.25
-0.14
- 0.36
-0.74

PCEdeflator,impactof stripping
Computers
Medicalcaregoods and services
Changesin pricemeasurementmethods
All threecomponents

-0.03
0.37
0.00
0.35

-0.09
0.65
-0.10
0.44

-0.16
0.23
- 0.52
-0.45

-0.13
-0.14
- 0.52
-0.80

6.36

6.05

5.68

-0.67

6.34
6.24
6.36
6.27

6.09
6.05
6.16
6.22

5.76
5.69
5.86
6.03

-0.58
-0.55
-0.50
-0.24

6.42

5.77

5.31

- 1.11

6.44
6.28
6.46
6.29

5.81
5.78
5.96
5.96

5.37
5.40
5.59
5.67

- 1.07
-0.88
-0.87
-0.62

TV-NAIRUfor GDP deflator
Official
Deflatorstrippedof
Computers
Medicalcare
Measurement
adjustments
All threecomponents
TV-NAIRUfor PCEdeflator
Official
Deflatorstrippedof
Computers
Medicalcare
Measurement
adjustments
All threecomponents

Source: Author's calculations based on unpublished data provided directly by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
a Third column minus first column.

deflators,andthencomputenew TV-NAIRUsfor each strippeddeflator.
By comparingeach strippedTV-NAIRUto the nonstrippedseries plotted in figure 1, one can assess the total impact of the three new factors
on the TV-NAIRU. Table 6 compareseach strippedTV-NAIRU with
the nonstrippedTV-NAIRU and in the fourth column calculates the
changebetween 1988:1 and 1998:2. For the GDP deflator,the stripping
processexplains - 0.43 percentagepoint of the total decline in the TVNAIRUof -0.67 percentagepoint. For the PCE deflator,the stripping
process explains -0.49 percentagepoint of the total TV-NAIRU decline of - 1.11 percentagepoints. Thus the strippingexercise explains
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64 percent of the decline in the TV-NAIRU for the GDP deflatorand
44 percentfor the PCE deflator.

Contrasts between Wages and Prices and between
Unemployment and Capacity Utilization
The basic data in table 1 and the TV-NAIRUs shown in figures 1 to
3 call attentionto a sharpcontrastbetween the behaviorof wages and
that of prices in the mid-1990s. Far from exhibiting weak behavior as
a result of structuralfactors in labor markets, such as labor insecurity
or weak unions, wage changes have if anythingacceleratedmore than
would have been expected from the precedent set in the economic
expansion of the late 1980s. The TV-NAIRU for the wage and salary
componentof the ECI drifts up slightly from 1990 to 1998, contraryto
the decline in the series for the price deflators;and although the TVNAIRU for the total compensationECI measuredoes decline slightly,
this can be entirely attributedto a slowdown in benefit growth, which
is largely the counterpartof the moderationin medical care inflation.
The contrastingbehavior of prices and wages raises the intriguing
issue of how they have interacted.Was there feedback from prices to
wages, so that the influence of the five beneficial supply shocks identified above held down wages? Was therefeedbackfromwages to prices
such that without the influence of acceleratingwages, inflation would
have deceleratedeven more than actually occurred?I test for the presence of feedback effects by estimatingequations7 and 8, which introduce the change in trendlabor share(thatis, the differencebetween the
changes in trend unit labor cost and in the appropriateinflation rate)
into the wage andprice equations,respectively. Positive feedbackfrom
wages to prices, as in equation 8, should yield a positive sum of coefficients on the change in trendlabor's share, whereaspositive feedback
from prices to wages, as in equation7, should yield a negative sum of
coefficients.
The results of estimatingequations7 and 8 are presentedin table 7,
which shows the impact of adding eight lags of changes in the trend
labor share variableto each of the equationsdisplayedin the firstthree
columns of table 3. The table reportschanges in the regressions' summary statistics, the standarderrorof estimate and the sum of squared
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residuals, that result from adding the set of trend labor share lags; it
also reportsthe sums of coefficients, the significancelevel of the sum,
and the significancelevel of an exclusion test on the set of eight lagged
variables. The results indicate that in the wage equations(the last two
rows) the sum of coefficients on the feedbacktermsis highly significant
andhas the correctsign, whereasin the price equations(the second and
fourth rows) the sum of coefficients is not significant. These results
suggest that the deceleration of inflation in 1994-98 helped to keep
wages from accelerating more than they actually did, but there is no
parallelclaim thatthe accelerationof wages helped to keep prices from
deceleratingmore than they actually did.
I have also estimateda full set of TV-NAIRUs (not shown) for each
equation summarizedin table 7. With wage feedback, in 1998:2 the
price equations exhibit TV-NAIRUs that are roughly 0.15 percentage
point lower than those displayed in figure 1, indicating that allowing
for the accelerationof wages, the puzzle of low inflation would have
been even deeper than suggested by the basic equation 2 that ignores
wage-to-price feedback. With price feedback from the consumption
deflator,the TV-NAIRU for the ECI-TCwage variableis almost identical to the basic result for equation 5 shown in figure 3. With price
feedback from the GDP deflator, in 1998:2 the TV-NAIRU is 6.31
percentcomparedwith 6.08 percentwith thatfeedbackeffect indicating
thatallowing for the feedbackfromdeceleratingprices boosts the extent
to which wages exhibit an acceleration.
The Capacity Utilization Rate as an Alternative Demand Variable

The basic data presentedin table 1 also display a contrastbetween
the behavior of the unemploymentrate and that of the capacity utilization rate (for manufacturing,mining, and utilities) over the past two
business expansions. From 1987 to 1990 the capacity utilization rate
increased, while from 1994 to 1998 it decreased. It is possible to estimate a NAIRCU (or "nonacceleratinginflation" rate of capacity utilization); the analogy to the sharp decline in the TV-NAIRU in the
1990s for the price deflators would be a sharp increase in the correspondingTV-NAIRCU. However, as illustratedin figure4, only a mild
increase is observed. Since the varianceof the capacityutilization rate
is aboutthreetimes thatof the unemploymentrate, the decline of about
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Figure 4. Actual Capacity UtilizationRate and TV-NAIRCUfor the PCE Deflator,
1961-98
Percent
Actualcapacity
utilizationrate
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/

TV-NAIRCU
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Source: Worldwide web page of the Bureau of Economic Analysis and author's calculations.

1 percentagepoint in the TV-NAIRU for the unemploymentrate observed for the PCE deflator in figure 1 and table 6 should have been
accompaniedby an increase in the TV-NAIRCUof about3 percentage
points. In fact, the TV-NAIRCUincreasedby about 1 percentagepoint
between 1990 and 1998. Figure4 shows that actualcapacityutilization
was below the TV-NAIRCU in 1998, consistent with deceleratinginflation, whereas in figure 1 the actual unemploymentrate was below
the TV-NAIRU, implying acceleratinginflation.29
29. Using the methodologyof this paper,I have examinedan additionalmeasureof
demandtightness:the demographicallyadjustedunemploymentrate recentlydeveloped
by RobertShimer(forthcoming).My resultsconfirmShimer's view that changes in the
TV-NAIRUcan be almost entirely attributedto changes in the age compositionof the
unemployed-but only through1990. Contraryto his claim that the same is true of the
1990s, I find that the TV-NAIRU based on Shimer's data on the demographically
adjusted unemploymentrate actually declines slightly more than the standardTVNAIRU series for the PCE deflatorbetween 1992 and 1998.
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Conclusion
This paper attemptsto explain the outstandingmacroeconomicperformanceof the U.S. economy in the 1990s. The explanationof the socalled Goldilocks economy turnslargely, if not entirely, on the explanation of the decelerationof inflation that has accompanieda marked
decline in the unemployment rate over 1994-98. The conventional
naturalrate hypothesis, by contrast, would have predictedthat such a
decline in the actualunemploymentratewould have been accompanied
by an accelerationof inflationif the NAIRU had remainedconstant.
Decomposition of Proposed Explanations

How greatwould thatpredictedaccelerationhave been, andhow can
the alternateobserved decelerationbe explained? A complete decomposition of the contributionof this paper is provided in table 8. I take
as a point of departurethe textbook NAIRU of an arbitraryand fixed
6.0 percent that I used in researchprior to 1995, which predicts that
the inflationrate for the GDP deflatorwould have acceleratedfrom 2.5
percentin 1994:3 to 3.73 percentin 1998:2 if therehad been no change
in the real prices of food, energy, andimports(all figuresin this section
refer to four-quarterrates of change ending in the designatedquarter).
The last row of table 8 remindsone that the inflationrate in 1998:2
was not 3.73 percent but 1.01 percent. This leaves a glaring errorof
2.72 percentagepoints to be explained. Slightly more than half of the
requiredexplanationis providedby the contributionof the traditional
supply shocks, since the actual declines in the real prices of food,
energy, and imports explained a decline in the inflation rate of 1.42
percent. Thus the predicted inflationrate net of the traditionalsupply
shocks that actuallyoccurredwas just 2.31 points. Using the estimated
TV-NAIRU ratherthan the fixed NAIRU of 6.0 percent assumed initially furtherreduces the predictedinflationrate from 2.31 percent to
1.78 percent; of this additionalreduction, about half is explained by
the role of computers, medical care, and measurementchanges. This
leaves an unexplainederrorof - 0.77 percentagepoint in explaining
the actual inflationrate of 1.01 percent.
Thus it appearsthatwhat this paperleaves unexplainedare the unexplained contributionof the decline in the TV-NAIRU and the pure
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Table 8. Decompositionof the InflationSurprise in the GDP Deflator, 1998:2a
Percentper year
Componentof inflation
1. Predictedinflation,constantNAIRU, constantrealpricesof food, energy,
and imports(rows3 - 2c)
2. Contributionof traditionalsupplyshocks
a. Food andenergyprices
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Change
3.73
-0.13

b. Import prices

- 1.30

c. Total
Predictedinflationwith actualbehaviorof supplyshocksandconstant
NAIRU
Contributionof new supplyshocks
a. Computers
b. Medicalcare
c. Measurementmethodology
d. Interactioneffect
e. Total, workingthroughdeclinein TV-NAIRU
Predictedinflationwith actualbehaviorof supplyshocksandexplained
portionof declinein TV-NAIRU(rows3 + 4e)
Contributionof unexplaineddecline in TV-NAIRU
Predictedinflationwith actualbehaviorof supplyshocksandestimatedTVNAIRU
Errortermin simulationof inflation(rows9 - 7)
Actualinflation,fourquarterchangeto 1998:2

-1.42
2.31
-0.06
-0.02
- 0.10
-0.08
-0.26
2.05
-0.27
1.78
-0.77
1.01

Source: Author's calculations By row, 2 is from table 4, "error for effect" minus "error for actual value"; 3 is from
the first row of table 2, 4 and 6 are from table 6, change 1993-1-1998.2 in TV-NAIRUs for the GDP deflator, prorated
among explained and unexplained components; and 7 and 9 are from the first row of table 4
a. Percent changes are four-quartermoving averages

unexplainedresidual. These add up to 1.04 percentagepoints, or 38
percentof the original 2.72 point "surprise" on comparingthe prediction of the top row of the table with the actualresult on the bottomrow.
Clearly, the decompositionof the unexplained 1.04 percentagepoints
dependson the smoothness parameter(T,) imposed on the estimation
of the model consisting of equations2 and 3. The largeris the assumed
standarddeviation, the more of the unexplainedcomponentof inflation
will be attributedto the unexplainedcomponent of the decline in the
TV-NAIRUand the less to the pure residual.
However, this decompositionof what remainsunexplainedis sensitive to the use of the TV-NAIRU methodology. Another approach
wouldbe to takethe predictedvalue of inflationnet of traditionalsupply
shocks(fromtable 8) andaddto actualinflationthe full changebetween
1993 and 1998 contributedby computers, medical care, and measurement methodology, which is 0.80 percentage point in table 6. This
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would make actual inflation 1.81 percentratherthan 1.01 percent, and
would reduce the unexplainedcomponentfrom 1.04 percentagepoints
to 0.50 percentagepoint (2.31 from table 8 minus the alternativeactual
of 1.81). This approachwould suggest thatonly 18 percent(0.50/2.72)
of the initial inflationsurpriseremainsunexplained.
In other words, the contributionof the three new supply shockscomputers,medical care, and measurementmethodology-depends on
whether it is fed through the TV-NAIRU and thus is subject to the
associatedsmoothnessassumptions,or it is addedto the actualinflation
rate to create an alternative stripped inflation rate. The new supply
shocks make a much bigger difference when this second approachis
followed, and this approach is also more symmetrical to the direct
treatmentof the traditionalsupply shocks.
This papergoes beyond the attemptto explain the inflationsurprise
of the 1990s to extend previous work on the TV-NAIRU, which so far
has been limited to a model in which price inflationevolves independent
of wage changes. Estimatesof a model of wage-wage feedbackparallel
to the standardmodel of price-pricefeedback reveals a starkcontrast:
the estimatedTV-NAIRU for total compensationbarely declines in the
1990s, and all of the small decline can be attributedto the sharpdecline
in the rate of change of employee benefits, largely reflecting the transition to HMO-typepaymentsystems for medical care.
I then extend the standardautoregressiveprice and wage inflation
models to allow for wage-to-priceand price-to-wagefeedback.The sum
of the lagged feedbacktermsis significantonly frompricesto wages, not
from wages to prices. Allowing for such feedbackeffects altersthe estimatedTV-NAIRUsonly slightly. The results suggest that wages would
have acceleratedeven moreduringthe currenteconomicexpansionwithout the moderatingeffect of price feedback. Ignoringthe insignificant
sums of coefficientson the feedbacktermsin the price equations,prices
would have deceleratedslightly more withoutthe inflationaryimpactof
wage feedback.Thus when allowanceis made for wage-pricefeedback,
the contrastbetweenprice and wage behaviordeepens.
The Future

To the extent that this paper attributesmost of the inflationsurprise
of the 1990s to five supply shocks, the two traditionalshocks (food-
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energy andimportprices) andthe threenew shocks (computers,medical
care, and measurementmethodology), it opens debate regardingthe
likely evolution of these shocks. The continued arrivalof new shocks
would be required to continue the deceleration of inflation, given a
constantunemploymentrate. For instance, at a given shareof nominal
expenditure for computers, the rate of deflation of computer prices
would have to continue to accelerateas it did between 1993 and 1998.
Steady deflationof computerprices at 40 percent a year, along with a
fixed shareof computers,would maintaincurrentinflationwithout any
pressurefor renewed decelerationor a reversal towardacceleration.
Viewed in this perspective, between 1993 and 1998 the economy
benefited from a powerful and interactive push toward decelerating
inflation, resultingfrom appreciationin the dollar, a decline in real oil
prices, an accelerated rate of decline of computer prices, a reduced
relative rate of inflation in medical care, and a series of measurement
improvementsin the official price indexes. It is not an unreasonable
conjecturethat each of these beneficial shocks was temporary,which
would imply that inflation in the future will be much more dependent
on the gap between the actual unemploymentrate and the NAIRU than
has heretoforebeen the case.
The movement of the dollar cannot be forecast; the exchange rate
mightstabilize andcould eitherdepreciateor appreciate.Oil prices may
have fallen as far as they can and could exhibit a partialrecovery in the
next few years. Computerprices may continue to decline at 40 percent
per year, but not at 60 percent per year. The medical care revolution
may have reached its limit in cost reductions, and henceforthmedical
careinflationmay once againoutpacegeneralinflation-a development
that already seems in prospect for 1999.30 And the improvementsin
price measurementmay be complete;note, especially, thatthe national
accountshave since 1995 incorporatedimprovementsin CPI methodology that will be implementedonly in 1999. Thus the net balance of
the supply shocks may be shifting from sharp downwardpressure on
the inflationrate to neutralor even slight upwardpressure.

30. See Milt Freudenheim,"Employees Facing Steep Increasesin Health Costs,"
New YorkTimes, November27, 1998, p. Al.
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Alternative Explanations

While this paperexplains most of the inflationsurpriseof the 1990s,
it leaves some of it unexplained, and so leaves room for other explanations. The advocatesof the new economy view could arguethathightechnology innovationhas held down inflation.But they mustbe careful
in explaining how the benefits of high-technologyproductscould have
held down measuredinflationwithoutboosting measuredproductivity.
A complaintthat official price indexes miss some of the impactof such
innovation (however justified) cannot be part of the explanation of a
mysteriousdecelerationin measuredinflation.
Achieving a full explanation of the decline in the TV-NAIRU for
measured price inflation may depend on developing better empirical
counterpartsof the new economy argument.For instance, high technology involves more than the direct productionof computers, as included in the national accounts. The pervasive role of electronic components in many other products, ranging from automobiles to
supermarketcheck-out scanners, may have contributedto lower inflation but is not capturedby an analysis that limits the computereffect
to the narrow 1.2 percentof GDP included in the official definition.
This paper points toward two main areas for future research. The
first is to explain the contrastbetween deceleratingprices and accelerating wages. The easy answerthatunmeasuredproductivitygrowthhas
accelerated is unconvincing, because the price deceleration has occurredin measuredinflation, andthis paperhas takenfully into account
improvementsin measurementmethodsin the CPI and in the deflators.
More plausible answersare likely to focus on developmentsin product
marketsthat do not apply to labor markets, going beyond the aspects
of the computerand medical care industriesthat are explicitly treated
here.
A second, parallel contrastdeepens the puzzle. Unemploymenthas
fallen much more than the rate of capacity utilization has risen, once
one allows for the much higher cyclical volatility of utilization. Since
the utilization measure applies only to manufacturing,mining, and
utilities, and not to the vast service sector, this contrastmay point to
developments in the labor marketin the service sector that have generated an increaseddemandfor labor without creating additionalpressureon industrialcapacity. It is temptingto speculatethatthe resolution
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of the unemployment-utilizationdiscrepancylies in the much discussed
ability of the American economy (in contrast to the rich European
nations) to provide abundantjobs in the service sector-flipping hamburgers, bagging groceries, valet parking, waiting tables-without
placing pressureon capacity in the manufacturingsector.

APPENDIX

A

Data
THEFOLLOWING
are the common elements of the estimated equations

for price and wage change. The sample period is 1962:1 to 1998:2, or
146 quarters. All right-hand-sidevariables are allowed to enter with
lags.31Supply shock variables include the change in the relative price
of imports and the change in the relative price of food and energy.32
Dummy variables are included for when the Nixon price controls of
1971-75 went "on" and "off." These dummy variables, and all the
other variables, are defined exactly as in all my papers starting with
Gordon (1982). An additional explanatoryvariable is the difference
between productivitygrowthand its trend, reflectingthe fact thatwhile
31. Lag lengths are chosen to be identical to those in Gordon (1990). The only
smoothing condition imposed on the lag distributionsinvolves the lagged dependent
variable, where twenty-fourlagged terms enter. Ratherthan estimatingthat numberof
unconstrainedcoefficients, the lagged dependentvariableis enteredas a series of fourquartermoving averages of rates of change; for example, the first variable is a fourquarter average of lags t - 1 to t - 4, the next t - 5 through t - 8, and so forth. The
coefficientson the individualmoving averagesare unconstrained.Exclusion tests indicate thatthe moving averagesrepresentinglags thirteenthroughtwenty-fourenter with
a significancelevel of betterthan 1 percentfor each of the threeprice indexes shown in
figure1 andare thus highly significant.The coefficientson lags thirteenthroughtwentyfourrepresent30 percentof the total lagged effect in the equationfor the GDP deflator,
24 percentof the total effect for the PCE deflator,and 35 percentof the total effect for
CPI-U-X1.
32. The food-energyeffect is defined as the differenceof the rate of change of the
chain-weightedconsumptiondeflatorminus the rate of change of the chain-weighted
consumptiondeflatornet of food and energy. Also, the change in the real effective
exchangerate, includedin previouspapers, is found to be insignificantin all versions
estimatedfor this paper,presumablybecauseits effect is swampedby thatof the relative
importprice. I thereforeexclude it in the results presentedhere.
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the larger part of any cyclical increase or decrease in productivityis
reflectedin a movementin profitsin the same direction, a small fraction
remainsto influence the inflationrate in the opposite direction.33
Five indexes of price and wage change are studied. These are the
official chain-weightedGDP deflator,the chain-weightedPCEdeflator,
CPI-U-X1, trendunit labor cost for the EmploymentCost Index-Total
Compensation(ECI-TC), andtrendunit laborcost for the Employment
Cost Index-Wages and Salaries (ECI-WS). ECI-WSdiffers from ECITC by excluding employee benefits. Neither ECI variable is available
prior to 1980:1. The ECI series are extrapolatedbackwardusing two
series developed in previous research. For the ECI-WS, I use an index
of average hourly earnings in the nonfarmprivate economy, adjusted
for changes in interindustryemploymentmix and in the importanceof
overtimepay.34For the ECI-TC,I use the same index multipliedby the
ratio of employee compensationto wages and salaries (both from the
National Income and Product Accounts) to adjust it for the effective
fraction of employer-paidand employee-paidfringe benefits. Because
changes in fringe benefits have almost always occurred in the first
quarterof the year, each equation for trend unit labor cost includes
seasonal dummyvariables.
The seasonal dummies must have mean zero in ordernot to change
the mean of the TV-NAIRU. Hence, taking the first quarterof each
year as an example, I use dummies equal to 0.75, -0.25, -0.25,
-0.25 ratherthan the usual 1, 0, 0, 0. As a result, the compensation
version of the wage equationshas a highererrorvariancethanthe wagesalaryversion. These appearonly in the wage equations(for trendunit
labor cost), not in the price equations.
Alternativemeasures of the TV-NAIRU are estimated for both the
GDP and the PCE deflators strippedof three different elements. The
first element is computerexpendituresfor total GDP (including PCE,
PDE, government, and net exports) and for PCE. The second is total
medical care expenditures,which is entirely a componentof PCE and
33. The productivitydeviationis definedas the growthrateof the log ratioof actual
nonfarmprivatebusinessoutputper hourto a log-linearpiecewise trendrunningthrough
1950:2, 1954:4, 1963:3, 1972:2, 1978:3, 1987:3, and 1996:4. The 1987-96 growthrate
of this trendis 1.06 percentper year.
34. See Gordon(1971, pp. 115-18) for a full explanationof the constructionof this
series and a contrastwith the conventionaldata on compensationper hour.
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consists of both services and goods expenditures. The third is the CPI
measurement adjustment.
Time-series expenditures on nominal and real expenditures on GDP
and PCE computer expenditures and on PCE total medical care expenditures through 1998:2 were provided by Christian Ehemann of the
Bureau of Economic Analysis.
The time series on the price measurement adjustment is taken from
the Economic Report of the President, February 1998, table 2-4, p. 80,
with three qualifications. First, I do not include the 1998 component
for "updated market basket," since the PCE and GDP deflators are not
affected by the updating of "upper-level" weights in the CPI. Second,
I add an additional measurement adjustment beginning in 1992: 1, based
on graph 1 of U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (1997), which compares
the "test" (that is, constant measurement methods) CPI with the official
Laspeyres CPI. This graph appears to show an average difference between the two indexes of about -0.15 percent per year during 199294; I reduce this to -0. 10, to be conservative. Third, I adjust for the
fact that the BEA "backcast" the 1999 implementation of "lower level
geometric weights'" and several other minor changes to 1995: 1. In order
to reflect this shift in the measurement methods of the PCE deflator, I
take the stated revisions to the PCE deflator in Seskin (1998, table 4,
p. 24) and add the absolute value of these revisions to the CPI measurement series. To summarize, the price measurement adjustment used
in this paper is as follows: for 1992:1-1994:4,
-0.1 percent; for
1995:1-1995:4, -0.53 percent; for 1996:1-1996:4, -0.73 percent;
for 1997:1-1997:4, -0.49 percent; and for 1998:1-1998:4, -0.73
percent. The measurement methodology series for the GDP deflator is
equal to that for the PCE deflator times 0.7, roughly the share of
personal consumption expenditures in GDP.

Comment
and Discussion

James H. Stock: From 1993 through mid-1998, the U.S. economy
experienced several years of low unemploymentand low and falling
inflationthat is nothing short of extraordinary.What should one make
of this experience? Is it transitory,simply good luck, or has the economy changed in a fundamentalway? Is the death of the Phillips curve,
so long proclaimed, finally a reality?
Although it is widely known that the NAIRU is measuredwith considerableimprecision,the recentexperienceis surprising.Forexample,
Staiger, Watson, and I have estimatedthat in 1989 the NAIRU, based
on the GDP deflator, was 6.3 percent, with a 95 percent confidence
interval of 5.0 to 7.4 percent.1The United States has now been at or
below the lower end of this confidence interval for some time, yet
inflationremainsquiescent.
In his previous work, RobertGordonhas arguedthat the unemployment-basedPhillips curve has been a trustyand stable relation, at least
throughthe early 1990s. In the currentpaper, he turnshis attentionto
the events of the past five years. His approachto this puzzle is, sensibly,
to ask what went wrong with the constantNAIRU, circa-1992 Phillips
curve. He considers four sets of factors that could have contributedto
the good inflationperformance,given recent unemployment:first, traditional supply shocks, in particularfood and energy prices and import
prices, which have been included in Gordon's empirical work at least
since 1982; second, some new supply shocks, in particularmedical
prices and computerprices; third, recent measurementimprovements
1. Staiger, Stock, and Watson (1997, table 1).
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in the CPI; and fourth, an otherwise unexplaineddrop in the NAIRU.
His empirical strategy is to decompose the error that he would have
made had he been asked, at the end of 1992, to forecast the average
inflationratefor the four quartersending in 1998:2, given futurevalues
of the unemploymentrate, food andenergy prices, andhis othercontrol
variables, but not the future shocks to the Phillips curve.
Gordonconcludes that much of the fall in inflation-approximately
1.4 percentagepoints-is attributableto favorable traditionalsupply
shocks (declining real food and energy prices and importprices), but
thatdeclines in the NAIRU have also been an importantfactor, explaining approximately0.5 percentagepoint of the surprisinglygood inflation performance.Although the new, lower NAIRU might persist, in
all likelihood the favorable supply shocks will not. Thus Gordon's
explanationof the Goldilocks economy echoes Goldilocks's fate. On
the one hand, the bears do come home, rudely interruptingher sleep
and ending her consumption windfall: there is, it turns out, no free
lunch. On the other hand, she escapes with no more than a fright,
presumablyto pursuefuturepolicies that dependless heavily on favorable supply shocks.
My commenthas three parts. First, I raise some disagreementswith
aspects of Gordon'sconceptualframework,especially the introduction
of his new supply shocks. Second, I reestimate his decomposition,
alteringaspects of his analysis with which I disagree. Third, I returnto
the claims of proponentsof the new economy in light of this evidence
andprovidesome furtherevidence thatthe puzzle is not aboutinflation,
but aboutlabor markets.Because of space constraints,this discussion
exclusively considers inflationas measuredby the GDP deflator.
Partof Gordon's explanationfor the recent good news on inflation
involves his three new supply shocks: declining real computerprices,
moderationin health care inflation, and improvementsin methods for
measuringinflation.The thirdof these so-called supply shocks is not a
supply shock at all, and it is confusing for Gordonto call it so. If one
were modeling river flooding and the units of measurementof river
depthshadswitchedfromfeet to meters,one would not call the resulting
break in the series a climate shock; rather, one would just adjust the
series so that the units were comparableover time. Similarly, because
methodsfor measuringinflationhave changed, one needs to make an
adjustmentso that historical and currentvalues of inflation are in the
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same "units."2 Gordondeserves credit for being the first in this literatureto incorporatesuch an adjustment,but this adjustmenthas little
to do with supply shocks.3
Although it is common sense to adjustfor known improvementsin
measurement,the argumentfor singling out falling computerprices and
moderatinghealth care inflationis less clear. Returningto the flooding
example, this is a bit like saying thatSt. Louis sufferedfloodingbecause
the Mississippi was especially deep althoughthe Missouri was notwhich is no explanation at all. Nor does it explain low inflation to
observe thattwo domestic sectors had falling or stable prices. Over any
period, there always will be some sectors that contributepositively to
inflation and others that contributenegatively. To justify subtracting
the contributionsof two such sectors requiresarguingthatthese contributions are qualitatively different from those of the other sectors, in
other years, that have been left in. One systematic approachto eliminating outlier sectors is to use a trimmed-meanCPI, or perhaps the
medianCPI. This issue is more than semantic. Gordon"explains" the
decline in the NAIRU in terms of these two price shocks; but if real
health care costs start to rise again, would one expect the NAIRU to
rise as well? Probablynot, because (as I argue below) the decline in
the NAIRU seems to be linked to recent developments in labor markets.4

As a basis for furtheranalysis, I have recomputedGordon's decomposition in his table 8, using a specificationthat makes these and other
minor changes. The motivationfor one regressor-the change in pro2. This feet to meters view also leads to a different method from Gordon's for
performingthe dynamic simulations. Ratherthan treating measurementchanges as a
shock with dynamicconsequences,the dynamicsimulationshouldbe performedin basequarter(1992:4) units, and then the forecasts should be converted to current-quarter
units.
3. The river depth analogy is imperfect, because the change in how inflation is
measuredaffects real activity, slightly, throughreal expendituresthatare indexedto the
CPI. But these effects are arguablynegligible for the purposesof explainingthe current
inflation-unemployment
puzzle.
4. This raises the questionof whetherone should control for the traditionalsupply
shocks of real food and energy prices and import price effects. One argumentfor
retaining these supply shocks is that they are largely external to the U.S. economy;
anotheris thatthey have been includedin empiricalPhillipscurve specificationsat least
since the early 1980s and therefore are not subject to the ex post identificationbias
alludedto above. Whetherthese argumentsare compelling is a matterof judgment,but
for the purposesof this discussion I retainthem in my specifications.
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ductivity deviation-is unclear, so this has been omitted. Also, the
sample period is different, and lagged inflationenters differently. The
resulting specificationis similarto that of Staiger, Watson, and I.s The
results are presentedin the first column of table B 1. When a constant
NAIRU of 6.0 is assumed, the forecast errorfor the constantNAIRU,
zero supply shock, dynamic forecast of GDP inflation in 1998:2 is
essentially the same as that of Gordon: - 2.79 versus

-

2.75 (that is,

1.01 -3.76) in table 8. The TV-NAIRU used in table B 1 is computed
using the same value of T, as Gordondoes, and the decline of inflation
explained by the fall in the NAIRU, 0.63 percentagepoint, is close to
Gordon's estimate of 0.53 percentagepoint. The contributionsof the
traditionalsupply shocks in tables B 1 and 8 are also similar. Evidently,
Gordon's decomposition is robust to these changes in specification.
Interestingly,the root mean-squarederrorof the dynamicsimulationin
table Bi is less than Gordon's (0.47 versus 0.60 in table 3), so the
changes in the specification actually improve the performanceof the
Phillips curve in the mid-1990s.
This decompositionis subject to several sources of samplinguncertainty:uncertaintyaboutthe constantNAIRUthrough1992;uncertainty
aboutthe TV-NAIRU and the estimate of T,; and uncertaintyaboutthe
other coefficients in the regression. The second column of table B1
illustratesthe effect of the uncertaintyaboutthe constantNAIRU. For
the specificationdescribed in the notes to the table, the estimatedconstant NAIRU is 6.3 percent. Using this value, the dynamic simulation
forecast error is larger, and the amount of surprisinglylow inflation
explained by a drop in the TV-NAIRU approximatelydoubles, from
0.6 percentage point to 1.3 percentage points. A larger value of T
results in a lower estimate of the currentTV-NAIRU and furtherincreases the amountexplained by a drop in the NAIRU. A propertreatment of all sources of uncertaintywould, I suspect, result in a very
large sampling uncertaintyassociated with this decomposition. This
example also emphasizes the importanceof the decline in the NAIRU
to Gordon'sstory.
Whatcan one conclude from this about the claims of proponentsof
the new economy?Gordoncharacterizesthe new economy view as one
in whichthe NAIRUhas fallen. However, a moreradicalinterpretation,
5. Staiger, Stock, and Watson(1997).
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which I believe is more in keeping with new economy rhetoric, is that
the traditionalPhillips curve has simply ceased to be relevant. Thereis
no longer a link between the unemploymentgap and changes of inflation; accordingto this view, the slope coefficient in the Phillips curve
is now zero. Gordon'sevidence does not addressthis interpretation.
This hypothesis is investigatedin the thirdcolumn of table B 1. The
circa-1992 Phillips curve is estimatedthrough1992:4, and the dynamic
simulationproceedslike that in the firstcolumn, except that from 1993
onward the slope of the Phillips curve (more precisely, the sum of
coefficients on the unemploymentgap) is set to zero. The results are
remarkable.No fancy econometrics here: simply setting this slope to
zero makes the same contributionas using a TV-NAIRU. Indeed, the
simulationroot mean-squaredforecast erroris far smallerthanthose in
the first two columns of table B 1 and in table 3.
Performingan econometric test of the stability of this coefficient
involves some subtleties. It is tempting simply to test for a break in
1992:4 but this would be misleading, because 1992:4 was after all
chosen by preliminarydata analysis as a likely candidatefor a break
date. That is, the naturalt test has data-snoopingbias. One way around
this is to use a test for a breakat an unknowndate, such as the Quandt
likelihood ratio test. Doing so yields a strikingfinding:the hypothesis
of stabilityof the slope coefficient is rejectedat the 5 percentlevel, and
the breakdate is estimatedto be 1993:1! Whena regressionis estimated
incorporatingthis breakdate, the coefficient through1992:4 is negative
and statisticallysignificant, but the coefficient for the post-1992 period
is slightly positive and statistically insignificant.
One is thereforeleft with two competinginterpretationsof the recent
unemployment-inflationexperience, both of which are consistent with
the data. Either the Phillips curve is stable, except for a shift in the
NAIRU, or the Phillips curve is now defunct, and there is no link from
the unemploymentgap to changes in inflation.The implicationsof these
two explanationsare quite different, to put it mildly. But which is
correct?
It is the job of a discussant to raise questions, not to answer them.
Nonetheless, it is possible to providesome insights by examiningother
indicatorsof aggregateactivity as predictorsof inflation. Gordonlooks
at capacityutilization;anothersuch indicatoris housing authorizations
(building permits). The fourth and fifth columns of table B1 report
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resultsfor specificationsidenticalto thatin the firstcolumn, except that
the unemploymentrate is replacedby each of these indicators, respectively, andthe "naturalrates" of capacityutilizationandhousing starts
are held constantat pre-1993 estimatedvalues. The resultsare striking.
These circa-1992 equations have the same forecast errorfor 1998:2after adjusting for improvementsin CPI measurementand the actual
paths of the traditional supply shocks, the forecast error is a mere
-0.27 percentagepoint. Moreover, their root mean-squaredforecast
errorsare even smaller than for the unemploymentspecifications that
resortto a falling NAIRU and are comparableto the specificationwith
a zero slope. These relations do not appearto exhibit a break in the
early 1990s: tests for a change in the sum of the coefficients on these
variables in 1993:1 are not significant at the 10 percent level when
evaluatedusing the Quandtlikelihood ratiotest critical values. Finally,
note that favorable supply shocks play the same role for these specifications as for the specificationsbased on the unemploymentrate. Were
it not for these favorablesupply shocks, inflationtoday would be what
it was in 1994.
I suspect that the results in the fourth and fifth columns are typical
of what one would find using otherproxies for activity. Recently, Mark
Watson and I have examined the performanceof a host of other indicators for forecastinginflationover the past two decades.6The details
of our exercise differ from the analysis here: our data are monthly, the
focus is on one year aheadforecasts, andthe methodologyis to simulate
real-timeforecastingby recursivelyupdatingthe estimatedmodels. Yet
the overall message is similar. During the 1990s, the unemployment
rate is a poor predictorof inflation;in addition to housing starts and
capacityutilization, inflationis predictedwell by industrialproduction,
employmentgrowth (as opposed to the unemploymentrate), manufacturing and trade sales, and new composite activity indexes.
All of the above suggests thatthe relationbetween inflationandmany
real economic indicators has been stable in the 1990s. This, in turn,
constitutes evidence against the new economy view that the link between inflation and aggregate activity has been weakened or broken,
and is consistent with the view that the unemployment-basedPhillips
curve has been stable except for a dropin the NAIRU. Thus the puzzle
6. Stock and Watson(1998a).
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is not why inflationhas been so low given the unemploymentrate, but
rather,why the unemploymentrate has been so low given inflation.
When viewed this way, the answer does not lie in an investigation
of special factorsthathave held down price inflation,such as computers
and medical prices. It suggests, instead, a closer look at labor markets
and what changes, if any, have occurredin these marketsin the 1990s
but not elsewhere. Such factors might include the role of information
technology in facilitatingjob searches and changes in the welfare system in the United States. These results also underscorethe fact that the
unemployment-basedPhillips curve is but one of several tools that
economists should use when forecasting inflation.
In summary, Robert Gordon has provided a simulating paper that
continues his careful and importantresearchinto the relationsbetween
wages, prices, and the unemploymentrate. This work emphasizes the
importanceof good fortune-in the guise of favorablesupply shocksin explaining the currentstate of the U.S. economy. Significantquestions remain, however, about what special features of labor markets
have led to instability in forecasting relations based on the unemployment rate but not on other aggregateindicators.
General discussion: Participantsdiscussed economic developments
that could account for a downwardshift in the naturalrate of unemployment. BenjaminFriedmannoted several changes in the labor market thatLawrenceKatz has frequentlyemphasized.There are a million
morepeople in prison now than ten years ago in the United States, and
they are probablydrawn disproportionatelyfrom the ranks of people
who might otherwise be unemployed. Today, a large fraction of new
jobs involve sitting at keyboards, which implies that jobs are much
moreflexible across companiesand industriesthanin the past. Finally,
aboutone out of seven job openings today is filled throughtemp firms.
Friedmanrecalledthata well-functioningemploymentservice has long
been advocatedas the way to reduce the naturalrate and reasonedthat
we have gotten the benefits of an employment service, but through
privatetemp firmsratherthan the public sector.
WilliamDickenswas skepticalaboutthe importanceof some of these
labor marketchanges, noting that the growth in the prison population
did not begin in 1993 and that other changes, such as people with poor
employmentprospectsgoing off welfare andinto the laborforce, would
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have made the currentnaturalunemploymentratego up. Nevertheless,
he thoughtit possible for the United States to sustainunemploymentin
the 4 percent range without inflation. His own bivariate vector autoregressionswith prices and wages showed thatprice, ratherthanwage,
innovationsexplained inflation, not only in the supply shock periodsof
the 1970s but also in the 1960s and 1980s. He speculated that firms
may have planned for capacity additions on the expectation that the
Federal Reserve would target the prevailing estimates of the natural
unemploymentrate. If capacity utilization was responsible for price
pressures, the naturalrate becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. A series
of favorablesupply shocks have now allowed the economy to breakthis
self-fulfilling prophecy,andcapacityutilizationis low enoughto permit
lower unemploymentratesthanwould have been predictedfromhistory.
William Brainardnotedthatthe originalmotivationbehindPhillips's
idea was that unemploymentis a good measure of pressure in labor
markets. Since labor costs are so important,a tight labor marketwith
rising wages would be closely associated with rising inflation. He reasoned that the whole NAIRU idea is damagedif that mechanismturns
out not to be central to the inflation process. James Duesenberrysuggested using wage equations that include vacancies as an explanatory
variable. If wages are driven by how difficult it is to fill vacancies, a
shift in the Beveridge curve in the directionof less unemploymentfor
given vacancies would be consistent with the idea thatthe labormarket
functions more effectively today. He noted that unemploymenthas
historically been used in price and wage equations due to the absence
of reliable dataon vacancies, but this procedurewould miss apparently
importantrecent labor marketdevelopments.
EdmundPhelps commentedthat analysis of the naturalrate should
make use of the rich literature on labor markets, much of it from
Europe, and should employ real explanatory variables such as real
prices, real policies, and institutions. He saw good evidence that the
naturalrate declined over the past ten years and that a sharp fall occurredin the past five years. In particular,he cited the downwardtrend
in the proportionof the labor force who exhibit relatively high unemployment rates and the constructionboom that dates from late 1993.
He reasonedthatthe capitalgoods boom mighthave loweredthe natural
ratethroughtwo channels. First, it mighthave raisedemploymentwhen
it pulled up real prices in the newly attractivecapital goods sector; and
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second, even after capital has shifted to that sector from the consumer
goods sector, constructionis relatively labor intensive.
CharlesSchultze observedthatbecause Gordon'sNAIRU for wages
was much higher than his NAIRU for prices, his results implied the
implausible outcome that the trend labor share would increase indefinitely. He also questioned the formulation of Gordon's wage equation-in which the dependentvariable is nominal wage growth minus
the trendgrowthrateof productivity-because it assumesan immediate
adjustmentof wages to changes in the productivitytrend. Finally, he
disagreed with the paper's conclusion that the fall in inflation in the
1990s did not overturnthe naturalrate framework.He thought it was
more accurateto conclude that if the naturalrate has consistently been
a valid explanation for the relationship between inflation and unemployment, the paper provides an estimate of that rate and how it has
changed over time.
George Perrypointedout thatGordon'sestimatedNAIRU was above
the actualunemploymentratein 1962. Given thatin 1962 policymakers
and economists outside the government agreed on the importanceof
getting the economy moving because unemploymentwas so high, he
felt this cast serious doubt on estimates using Gordon's framework.In
the alternative, Stock suggested that the experts were wrong in 1962,
because they were extrapolatingprevious favorableexperience. Brainard remarkedthat since the NAIRU is a smoothed two-way estimate
generatedvia Kalmanfiltering, the estimated NAIRU for the 1960s is
influencedby the data in the entire sample, which puts a lot of faith in
the particularway Gordon has allowed change to occur. More generally, he observedthatthe structurebehindGordon'ssimple econometric
frameworkcould have changed in many ways, affecting any of the
estimated coefficients: one would get a different perspective on the
evolution of the economy by allowing time variationin the sum of the
coefficientson unemploymentor prices, ratherthanonly in the NAIRU.
And the dataprobablywould not distinguishwell among such alternative ways in which the structuremight have changed.
RobertHall recalled that in 1994 Gordon had predictedan upward
jump in the rate of inflation, based on the Phillips relationshipas it
existed at the time. This understandableerror,he noted, called attention
to the fact that the Phillips equations are forecasting, not structural,
relationships:there is no attempt at identification, and no structural
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interpretationcan be given of the findings. For example, the estimated
low forecasting power of wages for prices in Gordon's paperfailed to
diminishHall's confidencethat imposing a 10 percentincreasein labor
costs on businesses would promptly raise prices. He believed it an
importantfinding of the paperthat the joint behaviorof prices, wages,
unemployment,and capacity utilization has changed. This knowledge
is important,even though the mechanismsbehind the change are unclear. He pointed out that the paradoxicalbehavior of prices today is
nothing new, if one takes a broaderhistorical and cross-countryperspective. Neither the collapse of U.S. prices in the 1920s nor the end
of four big inflations described by Sargent could be explained by a
Phillips-typerelationship.He concludedthatthe behaviorof prices has
been different in differentepisodes and may not be predictable.
Hall also drew attention to recent theoretical models of the labor
marketthat seem completely orthogonalto Phillips curve research. In
the modern Diamond-Mortensen-Caballero
framework, the wage for
is
at
its
theoretical
each job match always
equilibrium, and Ricardo
Caballerohas stressedthe abilityof this frameworkto explainvariations
in the naturalrate of unemployment,both over time and across countries, in a way that has nothing to do with any concept of adjustment
process. Being completely adjustmentfree, this frameworkis dramatically at odds with the ideas in Gordon's paperand any Phillips curve
research.
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